Abstract-Prior researches of generalized predictive control (GPC) in teleoperation systems have mainly considered short transmitted time delays or single degree of freedom (DOF) manipulators of master and slave. This paper presents a GPC strategy for space teleoperation systems in which the master and slave manipulators are both multi-DOF and the communication network brings long time-varying delays. The nonlinear dynamics of the multi-DOF slave manipulator is linearized and described by a linear state-space equation. Meanwhile, a nonlinear compensator is used to compensate the nonlinear parts of the slave. Then, based on the equation, a state-space model based GPC controller is designed on the master side to stabilize the system and make the slave manipulator track the master position and velocity no matter whether the manipulator contacts with the environment or not. Finally, a simulation example is given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation system empowers human being to perform specific tasks in remote, unknown, or dangerous environments, such as space, underwater, and nuclear plants. Therefore, it has been greatly concerned and developed for recent decades. In teleoperation systems, it is well known that the signal has to be transmitted long distance between the master and slave side, which brings time delays. Especially in the space teleoperation systems, the round trip time delay may reach several seconds or even tens of minutes [1] . The time delay may degrade the closed loop performance or even make the system unstable [2] . Therefore, researchers have focused on this problem for decades and proposed many methods [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A detailed overview of various methods was provided in [4, 5] .
Model predictive control (MPC) has been used in the teleoperation systems for some major advantages including the intrinsic ability to compensate large or poorly known time delays and the possibility to deal with constraints of inputs or outputs. Sheng and Spong [6] proposed a modified MPC scheme to deal with the teleoperation systems with time delay and input and output constraints. However, this scheme can not guarantee the stability of the bilateral teleoperation system especially when the actual time delay is mismatched with that used in designing the controller. Slama et al. [7] applied GPC method to control bilateral teleoperation systems with communication time delays and force feedback in 2005. In their research, a delayed GPC (DGPC) was proposed by internal model and a -freeness algebraic property of the mechanical delayed systems was used for the slave side to track the master side reference position. However, they only considered constant time delays. Chen and Xi et al. [8] proposed an event-based generalized predictive control (GPC) strategy for teleoperation via Internet. They chose some features that can efficiently carry the sensory information of the teleoperator as motion reference instead of time. On the master side, a path governor (PG) was used to generate online a suitable time-parameterization of the predictive path. On the slave side, a GPC controller was designed to deal with the situation of packet loss and large time delay of the Internet. Bemporad [9] presented a MPC controller for teleoperation systems subject to input or state constraints through Internet TCP/IP connections with unbounded time delays. The MPC controller on the master side provided a setpoint to the remote system and a modified predictive controller was proposed by adding some logic control. Based on the research in [9] , Slama et al. [10] proposed a bilateral GPC (BGPC) for teleoperation systems with both communication delays and slave force feedback. They considered the case where the reference trajectory was not priori known. The master position in the future was predicted according to its dynamic model. Then, a GPC was designed based on the future master position and the slave dynamic model and then some robustness properties were examined. They also did some experimental investigation of a BGPC for scaled teleoperation systems with salve force feedback, variable communication time delays, and packet losses [11] . Experimental results showed the system stability and robust performances of the method in terms of tracking behavior. However, most of these methods only consider the 2012 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics October 14-17, 2012, COEX, Seoul, Korea 978-1-4673-1714-6/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE Internet time delay, which is usually less than one second. Moreover, the predictive algorithm in [10] and [11] just considered only single degree of freedom (DOF) robot manipulators which are not enough for several applications.
Motivated by the method in [10] and [11] , we propose a state-space model based GPC strategy for space teleoperation systems with multi-DOF slave robot manipulators and long time-varying delays. The round trip time delays considered in this paper are randomly varying from 4 s to 5 s. First, a statespace equation is used to describe the linearized dynamics of the multi-DOF slave robot manipulator and then a nonlinear compensator is used to compensate the nonlinear residuals on the slave side. Next, a GPC is designed on the master side based on the slave state-space equation and the reference position, which is given by an operator applying a force on the master manipulator according to the slave feedback force. Last, a SIMULINK simulation is done and the results show that the proposed scheme can not only make the system stable, but achieve satisfied performance of the position and velocity tracking no matter whether the slave manipulator contacts the environment or not.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the space teleoperation architecture. In section III, a GPC controller is designed to achieve the position and velocity tracking. In section IV, simulation results on the simple two-link manipulator are presented. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in section V.
II. PROPOSED TELEOPERATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The presented space teleoperation architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The master system is set up on the ground and the slave is in the space station. On the master side, the manipulator gives the reference position y m (t) and velocity v m (t) under the force f h (t) applied by the human operator and delayed slave force feedback f ed (t). Then, according to the reference position y m (t), velocity v m (t) and the delayed slave position feedback y sd (t), a state-space model based GPC controller is designed to control the slave robot manipulator, in order to obtain the stability of the system and guarantee the slave position tracks the master position y m (t).
On the slave side, the manipulator is controlled by the delayed controlled quantity u d (t) which is the GPC controller outputs u(t) transmitted to the slave side by the communication network. At the same time, a nonlinear compensator is designed to compensate the control quantity u d (t). The contact force f e (t) between the slave robot manipulator and its environment is rendered to the operator via the time-delayed network.
This paper assumed that the transmission time delay in the communication network from the master to the slave side is ms (t) and the reverse one is sm (t). Therefore, the delayed signals
The global time delay includes the forward and backward communication time delay, i.e., (t) = ms (t) + sm (t).
It is more easily to measure (t) than the unilateral time delay, ms (t) or sm (t), in the space teleoperation systems. As a result, the proposed control strategy in this paper just needs to know the maximum of the round trip time delay (t).
III. GPC DESIGN

A. The Linear State-space Model of the Teleoperation
System Consider the following n-DOF master and slave manipulator dynamics in joint space: x= (T denotes transpose), the joint space dynamics of the manipulator can be expressed as follows [12, 13] : 
is the functional estimation error.
If the estimate nonlinear termˆ( ) f x is accurate enough, the slave robot manipulator is linearized as follows:
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where w(t) is the disturbance of the system and supposed to be a Gaussian white noise with zero mean; y(t) is the output of the slave system.
The discrete model of the continual linearized robot model (6) can be attained:
where d is the time delay, d = /T s , T s is the sample period.
B. The Design of GPC Controller
As suggested in [14] , GPC gives a future control sequence on a receding horizon based on the minimization of a quadratic cost function of the form (7). are respectively the maximum and minimum prediction horizons; generally, N 1 = d+1; N u is the control horizons.
The expected output of the system is adopted as follows:
where is the reference input from the operator via the master manipulator and is a constant. The smaller is, the stronger robust the system is, but that will slow down the response speed of the system.
Based on the discrete model (7), we can easily get the following equation [15] .
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From (8), (9), and (14), we obtain
,
where
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For simplicity and without losing generality, we use two two-link planar manipulators, which are used extensively in the references for illustration purposes, as the master and slave manipulator respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . The manipulator is modeled as two rigid links with masses concentrated at their terminals. Suppose their masses m l = l kg, m 2 = 1 kg, lengths l 1 = 1 m, l 2 =1 m, angular positions q 1 , q 2 , and torques 1 , 2 . The transition-time delays from master to slave and reverse are supposed varying random from 2 s to 2.5 s, i.e., the round trip time delay varying random from 4 s to 5 s. The environment is modeled as F e = K e *X s +B e *V s , where K e = diag{0.1,0.1} and B e = diag{0.5,0.5} are respectively the stiffness parameter and damping coefficient. The simulation is executed on SIMULINK of MATLAB 7.0. During the simulation process, the sample period T s is 0.1 s and the control period T c is 0.2 s.
We choose A 21 = diag{-1,-1}, A 22 = diag{-2,-2} so that A is stable and the initial joint angles q 1 =0 rad, q 2 =0 rad. The maximum time delay i.e., 5 s is used to design GPC, so d = /T c = 25. Consequently, the parameters in the equation (7) where I(i) denotes an identity matrix with i dimensions. Considering the robustness property and frequency response of the system, the parameter of the expected output is set to be 2. The initial joint angles of master and slave manipulators are both set to be 0 rad. Two sinusoidal forces f hx (t) and f hy (t) are applied on the master system with known amplitude 1N and frequency 1 rad/sec in the direction of X and Y axis, respectively.
Two cases that the slave manipulator contacts the environment or not are both considered in the simulation. When the slave manipulator moves freely, the results for the GPC controller are shown in Fig. 3-5 . From these tracking curves, we can see that the slave position and velocity can commendably track the master's under the long varying round trip time delay. Furthermore, when the slave manipulator contacts with the environment, the results for the GPC controller are shown in Fig. 6-8 . The curves show that the slave position and velocity also can track the master's commendably. Most of the existing GPC methods for teleoperation systems have mainly dealt with short transmitted time delays or single DOF manipulators of master and slave. However, in space teleoperation systems, the communication network brings long time-varying delays and the manipulator on master or slave side often has multi-DOF. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a GPC control scheme for space teleoperation systems, which have a multi-DOF slave manipulator and long communication time-varying delays. The slave dynamics is linearized and a nonlinear compensator is designed on the slave side. On the master side, the state-space model based GPC is designed to guarantee the system stability and tracking performances no matter whether the manipulator contacts the environment or not. Simulation results verify that the control method proposed in this paper can stabilize the system and achieve good tracking performance.
The future study aims to analyze the stability and transparency of the proposed closed-loop system and extend this scheme to design BGPC for space teleoperation systems, which not only have multi-DOF master and slave manipulators, but subject to slave force feedback and long communication time-varying delays. In addition, we can also attempt to improve the performances by predicting the time delays.
